
 

 

 Look short (USD), play long (CNY) 

 The US continue with their short-termism approach to policy (protectionism, tax) while China plays the long game (de-leveraging 
corporate sector, capital account liberalisation, One Belt One Road, recapping banks), making a stronger CNY and weaker USD the 
least painful and most beneficial outcome for both countries 

 Benefits of a stronger CNY for China  
 Short-termism encapsulates US policy  
 Potential for USD correction and short squeeze in treasuries 
 China holds the Kim Jong-Un trump card  

 Tighter US front-end money markets  

 US LIBOR-OIS spread widening 
 USDHKD multi-year highs 
 High conviction bearish AUD view 
 Australian financials waning support from steeper AU 2s10s  

 US real yields are contained below taper tantrum high 

 US real yields re-testing Feb high resistance levels 
 5y5y inflation forward holds above Fed 2% target while Gold/Silver ratio indicating we are still in a deflationary environment 
 Capped US real yields support gold and silver 
 Gold closed above key S/T technical levels while silver remains within a range 
 Crude has respected L/T technical support but an opportunity to go short is developing 

 Bitcoin testing crucial support while z-cash has drifted lower providing potential S/T trading breakout opportunities 
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Look short (USD),  play long (CNY) - Benefits of a stronger CNY for China 
 
China strengthening their currency is the least painful approach to take as it helps them fund the One Belt One Road Initiative, re-
cap banks and liberalise their capital account. A weaker USD is beneficial for China as it supports global growth by lessening the im-
pact of higher US rates increasing the likelihood that China’s corporate sector can de-leverage smoothly. We have gained insight 
into how China are positioning themselves seeing CNY appreciate significantly post trade negotiations breaking down. The Reagan 
administration took a similar approach to Trump’s protectionist economic nationalist policy with protectionist legislation targeting 
high surplus nations resulting in the Plaza Accord and a significantly weaker USD. China and Europe have replaced Japan and West 
Germany.  

Source: Tradingview 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-11-30/us-china-economic-dialogue-has-stalled-no-plans-revive-talks-malpass


 

 

Look short (USD),  play long (CNY) - Short-termism encapsulates US policy  
 
Deficits matter again for the US as the twin deficit exceeds over $1.2trn. The US has a negative Net International Investment Posi-
tion (NIIP)  40% of GDP meaning funding of the deficits will require a weaker USD, higher yields and/or increased productivity. Our 
view is the tax plan and certainly protectionist policy will not result in a higher growth potential. For the USD to appreciate traders 
will wait until the markets feel the Fed are done hiking rates before a bullish USD view can manifest itself by traders extending du-
ration. The Fed are likely to hike more in response to tax cuts which will prolong the USD bear market. Tactically though we see 
room for a correction in USD which would be confirmed if there is a daily close above 90 in DXY which may be triggered by a steep-
er US 2s10s.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Look short (USD),  play long (CNY) - Potential for USD correction 

 

DXY hasn’t had a significant correction since early 2017 showing how strong the trend is. The bottom panel helps identify inflection 

points in the DXY and a break of the downward sloping trend line would confirm a USD correction.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

A daily close above 90 would confirm the bullish divergence buy signal and provides a level to add to long USD positions vs JPY, 

AUD, NZD and SEK 

 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Although a steeper US 2s10s could trigger a tactical USD correction we see pairing long USD with long 5y UST as a superior trade 

opportunity to position for a short squeeze in the dollar and treasury markets.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Look short (USD),  play long (CNY) - China holds the Kim Jong-Un trump card  

Both Chinese and US leaders will look to position themselves as the victor from this trade war rhetoric which they can if China walks 

away with less trade restrictions against them and US gains a major political win, especially leading into midterm elections if they get 

China’s help to negotiate with North Korea. Is it not a coincidence that days after Trump’s trade war rhetoric intensified that North 

Korea came to the table to negotiate? China has long held the keys to North Korea and Trump’s sabre rattling about trade war was 

enough to force President Xi Jinping to use China’s influence over North Korea to benefit both China and US. President Xi Jinping can 

use North Korea and a stronger CNY as bargaining tools to limit any harming protectionist policies.  

Even with a tactical USD correction we expect gold to hold current levels and remain bullish vs USD and AUD. Gold vs CNY looks to be 

pegged between 8200-8800. Our view that the dollar weakens, CNY appreciates and real yields remain capped as inflation gradually 

rises mean gold should see further upside over M/T.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Tighter US front-end money markets  
 
Widening US LIBOR-OIS spread is a measure of credit risk and an indication of wellbeing of the banking sector.  The widening spread 
in our view is due to an increase in front-end issuance by the US treasury and increased demand for USD liquidity. This can be seen 
by the HKD trading at its weakest level since the 1980’s. Importantly widening LIBOR-OIS has lead to a sharply higher USD leaving  
currencies with high wholesale funding such as AUD, NZD HKD, GBP and the GCC countries vulnerable.    



 

 

Weakest HKD since 1984 as high USD funded Hong Kong banks come under pressure 

 

 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

AUD structurally weak and highly correlated to equity markets  

 

AUDUSD looks technically weak, given its high correlation to equity markets it is vulnerable to further setbacks in risk sentiment and 

widening LIBOR-OIS spreads further weigh down the AUDUSD. If there is any pullback we expect it to be shallow and look to be short 

AUD vs USD, JPY and EUR. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Aus Financials vs ASX 200 has closed under a key support level and look likely to continue to underperform. Pressure from higher 

short-term rates will have to hit the bottom line or be passed on to the consumer.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Levels of private debt in Australia are bloated and broad money supply growth is actually decreasing. Even a steeper AU 2s10s did-

n’t support Financials relative performance as high foreign-funded countries will come under sustained pressure this year leaving 

us with a high conviction bearish view of AUD. 

 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

US Real yields are contained below taper tantrum high 

 

Our view is that US real yields remain below the taper tantrum high as inflation gradually normalises and the Fed shift behind the 

curve. Markets have priced in a more aggressive pace of tightening following Fed Chairman Powell’s Congressional testimony making 

the front end seem fairly priced.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

5y5y forward inflation expectation rate is holding above Fed 2% target but has diverged from the Gold/Silver ratio which is indi-

cating we are still in a deflationary environment 

 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Strong macro backdrop for Gold and Silver  

 

As inflation gradually normalises, real yields decrease and the secular USD bear market continues, providing a strong backdrop for 

gold and silver to rise.  Gold has also performed well following periods when the Gold/Silver ratio has risen above 80 (blue back-

ground). 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Silver has performed well following periods when the gold/silver ratio has risen above 80 (blue background) and real yields have 

remained stable or decreased.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Gold has broken S/T resistance levels  

 

Gold has broken our S/T resistance levels but needs to break out of the top of the range which it may struggle to do if  the USD has a 

correction. Range trading over the M/T looks to be the appropriate strategy as a stronger CNY should provide further support at the 

low of the range. The next L/T leg up will commence when the USD takes its next leg lower. Position for the next L/T leg higher in gold 

by looking to enter long around and below the VPOC.   

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Silver remains within a  range 

 

Silver looks more vulnerable than gold and may take another leg lower but we hold a high conviction L/T bullish bias. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

US Crude has respected L/T technical support (Green line) and has broken out of a wedge. Both Brent and WTI month 1 minus 6 

month spreads widen to back over $2 per barrel.  

Given extreme positioning and our view for a USD correction there is an opportunity developing to enter short. 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

Bitcoin is testing crucial support which if broken would likely lead to another leg lower 

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

A daily close outside 0.029274 and 0.02504816 provide trading opportunities for  Z-cash vs Bitcoin. Given the popular idea that 

BTCUSD guides sentiment in US stocks ZECBTC has the advantage of gaining crypto exposure with a –0.34 60d correlation with the 

SPX.  

Source: Tradingview 



 

 

DISCLAIMER 
 

STONEWATER CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PTY LIMITED (ABN 62 612 374 688) IS REGULATED UNDER ASIC. PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL 

TRADING ACTIVITY IS SUBJECT TO BOTH PROFIT & LOSS AND MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR YOU. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARAN-

TEE OR RELIABLE INDICATION OF FUTURE RESULTS. ALL ADVICE AND EDUCATION CONTENT IS OF THE NATURE OF GENERAL INFOR-

MATION ONLY AND MUST NOT IN ANY WAY BE CONSTRUED OR RELIED UPON AS LEGAL, FINANCIAL OR PERSONAL ADVICE. NO CON-

SIDERATION HAS BEEN GIVEN OR WILL BE GIVEN TO THE INDIVIDUAL INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES, FINANCIAL SITUATION OR NEEDS OF 

ANY PARTICULAR PERSON. THE DECISION TO INVEST OR TRADE AND THE METHOD SELECTED IS A PERSONAL DECISION AND INVOLVES 

AN INHERENT LEVEL OF RISK, AND YOU MUST UNDERTAKE YOUR OWN INVESTIGATIONS AND OBTAIN YOUR OWN ADVICE REGARD-

ING THE SUITABILITY OF THIS PRODUCT FOR YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES. STONEWATER CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PTY LTD OR RELATED 

ENTITIES WILL NOT ACCEPT ANY LIABILITY FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE HOWEVER CAUSED BE IT ACCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, DIRECT OR 

INDIRECT, AS A RESULT OF THE MISUSE OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN. PLEASE ENSURE YOU OBTAIN, READ AND 

PROPERLY CONSIDER THE CURRENT PRODUCT DISCLOSURE STATEMENT PRIOR TO ACQUIRING THE PRODUCTS REFERRED TO HEREIN, 

SO THAT YOU ARE FULLY INFORMED REGARDING THE KEY RISKS AND COSTS. STONEWATER CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PTY LTD, ITS DI-

RECTORS, EMPLOYEES AND ASSOCIATES MAY, FROM TIME TO TIME, DEAL IN ANY FINANCIAL PRODUCTS MENTIONED IN THIS DOCU-

MENT (OR DERIVATIVES OF THEM), AND MAY EARN BROKERAGE, FEES OR OTHER BENEFITS FOR THOSE DEALINGS.   


